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■ not burn or injure the tree.

> of *he other sprays I have seen | 
f made a little too strong or if

VfSKt 6rccmtime the 
belt

•awhen It reaches the age of 25 or 30, only in th<- * in,e 
There are several Important are of! and 3 SouseeU C!year»,

pointa ‘n pruning; 1st, keep the main you are doing 
branche* running straight out from; go to wood but 
the center of the tree upwards at 0f the tap roc gointr 
about an angle of 45 degrees.
never let any rbaneh run cross way» dig down underne*a, a 
oi the tree, nor let one branch cross | tap root off. There is no« 
another. 3d, keep the small brache» ger of that here for f haven t > 
thinned out »0 that the sun and air a tree that was pulled out hn.c 

get well Into any part of the *ap root on.
This 1» also a help in spray-; ...

Ing and picking If any branch in this country I have seen so * 

makes too much of a growth, clip It | three different kinds of insects - 
back, thus keep ng your tree well bal- fight—the codling moth, the San dose 
anced. When cutt ng it back make sr-ale. and the aphis, of which there 

Junction with another are two different kinds, green anu
The codling moth and scale 

but the

roe all j used if —
too much is put on will greatly dam-

j5 to age the tree by burning it.
'here all one side of the

I RHi
iCCOia

* ..11 * t I have
nedv2d. The way ■ter. cut the geen cases w

;. h dan- i »ree was killed.
vet seen

forii

Scale. Groceries
Fruits

Green Vegetables 
and Fresh Fish

h
not had much experience 

Jose Scale, and never saw it 

I had always sup-

1 have 

with San
can
tree. In Sects

unti a year ago. 
posed it would be hard to control, 

but now I believe it is the easiest in
sect to get rid of. One spray ing in 
February or March, if done thoroly, 
will exterminate it—using sulphur

»> 1

the cut at a
branch if possible, and always makej wooly. 
that cut with the aim of spreading are easily
the tree, I. e., when possible, cut the aphis is the hardest insect to con-
inside branch’. If a tree is properly trol that 1 have ever yet run against , t to
pruned every year you will scarcely There are two crops Oi codling 1 he aphis is the hard 
ever have to use a saw excepting in moth every year The first crop control that Î know 0 . 
the case of a broken Tmb or possibly 1 hatches about the time the bloom several different sprays used tor 
blight Most all the work can be and if vou spray thoroly while the aphis, all good, but none ot tnem
done with the pruning shears. The calix Is open, just about the time the will exterminate them. The spray
smaller the cut the better it is for bloom falls and fill the calix cup full mostly used for green and wooly 
the tree as it is more quickly healed of po’son, I’ll assure you you’ll not aphis in tobacco.

have much of a second crop; but it the green aphis does the most dam- j 
Time for Pruning. is always safe to spray sometime in age is from about the middle of May

There is an old saying, “Winter July, so that if there is any second until the first of July, covering a
pruning to promote growth, summer crop the poison on the apple will kill period of about six weeks. They
pruning to promote fruit.” That j them. Then if worms do show up work on the Under part of the leaf 
might do ln some countries. In this much in July, spray again about the and it curls so that the spray can not 
country I don’t think there is any- first of August. But 1 want to im- reach them. But by spraying a cou- 
thlng In It whatever. I would re- press upon your minds that the first pie of times during the season 
commend pruning any time from spraying is of the most importance, keeps them down so they will not do 
November to June. If winter prun- and if you do not virtually kill them much damage, otherwise they be
ing promotes the growth of the tree, all at that time you may spray eve- come so great in number they are 
a» some assert, that Is when I would ry week afterward and yet your crop not only found on the young and 
prune, for I have always noticed that : will be greatly damaged by worms, j tender twigs of the tree, but also on 
the larger the tree the more boxes There are several different kinds I the stem of the apple .retarding its
it will fill, I have never seen thefof spray for codling moth, but the growth and making it ill shaped, f Macje a Specialty by
time yet In the mountain countries only kind I have ever used is Swift’s spoiling the apple. I have known " 3

but what the trees had too many ap- Arsenate of Lead. I think that is seasons when the aphis was very bad, 
pies on. For my part I think It J best for no matter how strong it is while possibly the next season there 
makes no difference when you prune, j or how thick you may put it on it would be scarcely any.
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